Enable Your Customers to Work Remotely

Microsoft and SYNNEX can help

The ability to work from home is more important than ever. Here’s how Microsoft and SYNNEX can help your customers stay connected and productive with seamless and secure remote worker solutions.

MICROSOFT 365 ENTERPRISE

Microsoft 365 Enterprise is an integrated cloud platform that delivers industry-leading productivity apps like Microsoft Teams, Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, intelligent cloud services, and world-class security. With it, users can seamlessly and securely work remotely through:

- Online meetings and chat sessions.
- Shared workspaces for cloud-based file storage with global accessibility and real-time collaboration.
- Shared tasks and workflows to divide up the work and get things done.
- PBX/Cloud PBX integrations.
CALL2TEAMS™

Call2Teams™ is a simple add-on to Office 365 that connects Microsoft Teams to any PBX or SIP Trunk in minutes. With it, your customers can make and receive calls on any device using the Microsoft Teams app.

They can also leverage Call2Teams™ to:

Communicate more effectively: Microsoft Teams brings everything together in a shared workspace, enabling users to make and receive calls, chat, meet, share files, and work with business apps.

Work anywhere: Microsoft Teams can be installed on any PC, Mac, or mobile device, so teams can make and receive work calls from their phone system wherever they are.

Keep their phone system: Call2Teams™ integrates any existing PBX to Microsoft Teams meaning users can keep their existing phone system and handsets and all the features they rely on.

Keep their team secure: Users get end-to-end security, administrative control, and compliance - all powered by Office 365.

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS

SYNNEX’ comprehensive UC solutions and services include bundles, end-user training, headsets, phones, and webcams – everything your customers need to get the most from Microsoft Teams. For every work experience, there’s a Microsoft Teams device.

To learn more about Microsoft remote worker solutions, email MSFTCSP@synnex.com and for details on Microsoft Teams or SYNNEX’ UC bundles, email ucaas@synnex.com.